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Some Key Questions

● Where to submit?

● When and what to submit?

● What happens next?

● What does editor’s letter mean?

● What to do if rejected?

● How to respond to reviewers?



Where to Submit?

● Quality and type of journal

● Target journals with similar subject area(s)

● Have submission tree in mind – 3/4 journals

● Aim higher than eventual target

● Recognize trade-offs – acceptance rates

vs. quality of reviews, turnaround times etc.

● No multiple submissions of same paper

● Diversify your submissions
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When and What to Submit?

● Present paper first, get feedback etc.

● Paper should be well-written

● Observe length guidelines of journal

● Do not strategize over acknowledgements

● No need to follow detailed style instructions

● Write a very short letter of submission

● Follow electronic submission guidelines



What Happens Next?

● Desk-rejection or out for review

● Paper sent to reviewers

● Double vs. single-blind review

● Turnaround times for initial submission

● When to contact editor?

● Letter from the editor



A Digression

● Debate over double vs. single blind:

- Blank (1991): acceptance rates lower/reviews tougher
under double-blind, similar patterns for male/female authors

- Nature (2000) reported 71% of respondents confident in
double-blind, support highest among humanities/social
sciences, and among female authors

● Turnaround times:

- first-response typically 3-6 months for economics journals,

and has got longer over past 40 years (Azar, 2007)

- many suggestions for improving turnaround times, e.g.,

higher submission fees, paying referees etc. (Azar, 2006)



What Does Editor’s Letter Mean?

● Outright rejection most common

● Reject/door open letter very common:

- indication paper requires major revision

- no promise to publish

● A revise and resubmit less common

● An outright acceptance is rare



What to Do If Rejected?

● Everyone gets rejected

● Put letter and reviews aside for a week

● Re-read and assess why rejected

● Do not write angry letter to editor

● Revise manuscript if necessary

● Submit to next journal on tree

● Consign to filing cabinet if fourth rejection



How to Respond to Reviewers?

● Read reviews carefully

● Figure out substantive concerns

● Revise paper accordingly

● Respond to concerns and describe manner

in which paper has been revised

● Do not insult reviewers in response

● Re-submit
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